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Abstract

Purpose – This study aims to investigate the factors affecting knowledge sharing behaviour (KSB) among undergraduate students in X University in Malaysia. University X was used instead of the university’s name to protect the identity of the university. The objectives are: i) To identify the factors that affecting knowledge sharing behaviour among undergraduate students in Public University in Malaysia, ii) To determine relationship between self-efficacy and knowledge sharing behaviour, iii) To determine relationship between trust and knowledge sharing behaviour, iv) To determine relationship between technology availability and knowledge sharing behaviour and v) To determine relationship between perceived usefulness of technology and knowledge sharing behaviour.

Design/methodology/approach – The data from 297 students out of 1,486 undergraduate students in a X University in Malaysia has been collected. Data from 297 students were completed and the demographic shows 197 females (66.3%) and 38 males (33.7%). The quantitative approach and questionnaire instrument are the research methodology and technique used to investigate this phenomenon. Data analysis conducted using SPSS software to constructs the finding results.

Findings – The results indicated the highest correlation value is between trust and knowledge sharing behavior which comply with one of the objective to determine relationship between trust and knowledge sharing behaviour, whereas the lowest correlation value is between technology availability and knowledge sharing behavior which comply with one of the objective to determine relationship between technology availability and knowledge sharing behaviour. Therefore, it could be considered that the variables used in this study have positive correlation either moderate or low relationship.

Research limitations/implications – There are several limitations of this study. Firstly, this study was only focused on undergraduate students from one Public University in east coast peninsular. Therefore, it may not be generalised to other Public University across Malaysia. Secondly, we did not relate the students’ knowledge sharing to academic performance, which may be of interest to be looked into in future studies. Moreover, by utilizing a single method, i.e. quantitative, we may not be able to assess and understand student’s intention of knowledge sharing in depth, as most behavioral studies consisted of mixed method approach. Lastly, it is the nature of a cross sectional survey study which limits our analysis. It would be of much benefit if we can perform a prospective study in assessing the changes in students’ knowledge sharing behaviour as they progress in the subsequent years of their studies.

Conclusion – The conclusion could be drawn that knowledge sharing was found to be significantly related to all components under study i.e. self-efficacy, trust, technological availability, and perceived usefulness of technology. Personal attitudes and technological factors may act as determinants of knowledge sharing among university undergraduate students in X University in Malaysia.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge defined as a fluid mix of experience, values, textual information and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new experience and information (Davenport and Prusak, 1999). Knowledge is Human knowledge of a particular area of interest acquired through research and practice (Awad & Ghaziri, 2004). Essentially, knowledge becomes as the important asset in acquiring competitive advantage. In order to succeed in an increasingly dynamic environment, vital assets for individuals and organizations adoption of knowledge is recognised (Van den Hooff and De Ridder, 2004; Alavi and Leidner, 1999; Yang, 2007; Syed-Ikhsan and Rowland, 2004).

In organisational perspective, knowledge is considered an intangible asset which has the capability to sustain in future challenges and competitive market. With the possession of knowledge, it would act as the competitive power to ensure the organisation to achieve the business objective successfully. By saying that, it is significance to mind and completely organise the knowledge appropriately. In order to achieve success, an organisation must have mutual or shared vision that could be obtained and therefore, knowledge sharing is an important tool among Knowledge Management (KM) tools which would give great impact on the organisation business.

As one of important tool in KM, knowledge sharing is considered KM’s Main Enabler. Knowledge may be either contained within the minds of a person or preserved in a document either conventional document such as policy paper, conceptual paper and etc. or could be in electronic document as such e-book, databases, information system. Types of knowledge possessed by an organisation consists of experience of employees, procedures, record and business process and it also could be considered as the intellectual assets of the organisation. Different individual owns diverse knowledge, this is means as every individual have differences in the way he thinks, formulates an idea and varies in experiences.

Higher education institutions are where individuals when to search and to learn new knowledge and is a place that responsible for the creation, management and spread of knowledge within society (Shaik & Othman, 2015). Universities recognized as knowledge centre to provide each individuals or students with education as their lifelong learning process and to ensure to grow the knowledge in the society, the need of knowledge sharing is essential.

Sharing of knowledge occurred when an individual disseminates or distributes his or her knowledge acquired to other members within the organization (Ryu, Ho and Han, 2003). From here we could understand that knowledge serves as an entity which could be passed from the individual’s mind to others in need of that particular knowledge. In universities, systematic knowledge management is commonly used to leverage knowledge resources and to encourage sharing of knowledge between academics, staff and students. With the implementation of the system, the society of universities would organize information, communicate and exchange views between them.

Therefore, the resolution of this study is to investigate the factors that affecting knowledge sharing behaviour and its relationship among undergraduate’s students in an East Coast Peninsular University in Malaysia.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Knowledge Sharing

Knowledge is the most crucial resources in any organisation. In general knowledge is referred as individual understanding based on the experience which is should be shared for numbers of purposes. There are many literatures defined knowledge in various ways. Generally, knowledge is referred as the experience, skills, insights or thoughts possess by individual inside of their mind. However, for the purpose of consistency in defining this term, the definition of knowledge is adopted based on Davenport and Prusak (1997, p. 5) as cited by Biloslavo and Mojca (2010), where knowledge is referred as “a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual information, and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new experiences and information. Knowledge is basically resided in the minds of knower. In organization context, knowledge is not only embedded in documents or repositories, but also in organizational routines, processes, practices and norms”.

Knowledge could be divided into two main categories; tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge could be defined as cultural, emotional and cognitive background, of which we are only marginally aware (Stenmark, 2001, p.10). Based on Nonaka and Konno (1998) as cited by Haag, Duan & Mathews (2010) added an argument on tacit knowledge where a technical dimension involving personal skills is referred to as know-how, and a cognitive dimension which
“comprise of beliefs, ideas, values, schemata and mental models which are deeply ingrained in us and which we often take for granted”. On the other hand, Nonaka (1991) defined explicit knowledge as knowledge which could be expressed, codified, stored in databases or as text in book or articles, transferred, shared and managed by knowledge management tools. Both tacit and explicit knowledge should be expressed in mutually complementary entities. This is because knowledge is not either completely tacit or completely explicit (Haag, Duan and Mathews, 2010).

2.2 Knowledge Sharing Behaviour in Academic Institutions

Gebretsadik et al., (2014) as cited by Mafabi, Nasiima, Muhimbise, Kasekenda, & Nakiyonga, (2017) explained that the sharing of knowledge could be described as the main enabler of knowledge management. Generally, sharing knowledge is about communicating obtained knowledge within a group of people. Knowledge sharing could either occur in formal conversation or informal communication. In this point of view, sharing is referred like a cycle where one party gives a resource and another receives it. The resource must transfer between source and recipient to ensure the sharing process takes place. The word “knowledge sharing” commonly involves the process of providing and receiving information framed by the knowledge of source within a context. What is obtained is the information presented by the receiver's knowledge.

Sharma (2010) as cited by (Shaik & Othman, 2015) justified that to ensure success and to achieve goals and to have improvement in performance in academic institutions, universities need to encourages knowledge sharing activities among their academics, staff and students. It is also said, if knowledge sharing implemented in a proper and systematically, it could produce a competitive advantage for the academic institutions. Riege (2005) as cited by (Yogeesha & Gopala Krishna, 2013) stated three group could be categorised in associating factors to knowledge sharing which are: individual, organisational and technology factors.

2.3 Purposed of the study

The purposed of this is to investigate the factors affecting knowledge sharing behaviour (KSB) among undergraduate students in a X University in Malaysia. University X was used instead of the university’s name to protect the identity of the university.

2.4 Research Objectives

The following research questions guided the study:

RQ1. What are the factors that affecting knowledge sharing behaviour among undergraduate students in a X University in Malaysia?

RQ2. Is there any relationship between personal attitudes and technological factors towards knowledge sharing behaviour;
   i. Is there any relationship between self-efficacy and knowledge sharing behaviour?
   ii. Is there any relationship between trust and knowledge sharing behaviour?
   iii. Is there any relationship between technology availability and knowledge sharing behaviour?
   iv. Is there any relationship between perceived usefulness of technology and knowledge sharing behaviour?

2.5 Research model and hypotheses

This study investigated whether factors such as personal attitudes and technological factors is related to knowledge sharing behaviour by referring to Wangpipatwong (2009) Model based on the previous literature. Personal attitudes show to what degree a person likes or dislikes something. Generally, the attitude may explain whether the individual is positive or negative, particularly from the manner in which he thinks about doing things. Instead, Technological factors have been referred to as a resource contributing to communication, especially for long distance collaboration. Figure 1 depicts our study framework. As shown, both personal attitudes and technological factors comprise of two factors respectively. In personal attitudes, self-efficacy and trust are the factors used in order to determine knowledge sharing behaviour in individual perspective, while technology availability and perceived usefulness of technology are the factors developed based on the technological context.
2.5.1 Self-efficacy and Knowledge Sharing Behaviour

Self-efficacy could be referred as a form of self-evaluation, which may influence decisions on what behaviours to perform as well as the amount of effort and determination to bring forward in the face of challenges and behavioural mastery. Besides, Jashapara and Tai (2006) defined self-efficacy as views in a person capability to organize and execute the developments of action required to produce given attainments. The findings of study conducted by Kankanhalli et al. (2005) also discovered that self-efficacy may be the element with intrinsic advantages, this could be combined with other variables to investigate their effect on the behaviour of knowledge contributions. The results of the study presented that self-efficacy is positively related to knowledge contribution while using electronic knowledge repositories. Furthermore, Hilmi Aulawi, Iman Sudirman, Kadarshah Suryadi & Govindaraju (2009) highlighted that self-efficacy could be projected where the highest positive attitude of an individual towards sharing knowledge, the higher its intention to share knowledge. The first hypothesis is formulated from all the literatures. Accordingly, the following hypothesis H1 is proposed:

\[ H1: \text{Self-efficacy is significantly related to knowledge sharing behaviour.} \]

2.5.2 Trust and Knowledge Sharing Behaviour

Trust is the second factors from the personal attitude aspect. Trust is basically similar to self-efficacy where it is all about the belief. However, the variation is in terms of the ability of one to belief another party to perform intended behaviour. Orr and Persson (2003) claimed the degree of individual confidence to other parties’ skill and positive attitude would support to decrease the concern about the precision of acknowledged knowledge, while also reducing the propensity to doubt the precision of the knowledge acquired. Furthermore, according to Ching-Lin (2003) as quoted by Hilmi Aulawi, Iman Sudirman, Kadarshah Suryadi, & Govindaraju (2009), trust would impact a sharing of knowledge attitudes.

For example, the purpose of this study is to investigate the factors that affecting behaviour in the sharing of knowledge among undergraduates. When one's trust in his colleague’s skill and positive attitude is higher, he would benefit from his trust that the knowledge gained from his colleagues. It could therefore remain predicted that the higher level of confidence in his colleagues’ ability and positive attitude would confirm the growth of the positive attitude of an individual towards knowledge sharing. According to this discussion, the hypothesis H2 is proposed:

\[ H2: \text{Trust is significantly related to knowledge sharing behaviour.} \]
2.5.3 Technology Availability and Perceived Usefulness of Technology towards Knowledge Sharing Behaviour

Technology availability is referred to when the technology could be accessed for the communication or exchange of knowledge. As mentioned earlier, technology is important for networking purposes, as it allows for long-distance collaboration. According to Riege (2005) as quoted by Wangpipatwong (2009), technology may serve as a facilitator to facilitate and encourage knowledge sharing by making the sharing of information easier and more convenient. The technology's availability and usability drive knowledge-sharing activities (Han & Anantatmula, 2007). For instance, Nurliza Mohammed Fathi, Eze & Goh (2011) concluded that the presence of an incentive system promotes greater motivation for employees to share their knowledge.

Perceived usefulness of technology is also another factor of technology, which is used in this study. Davis (1989) addresses in the technology acceptance model (TAM), perceived usefulness is defined as “the degree to what extent a person belief in using particular system that could enhance his/her job performance”. Additionally, perceived usefulness affects the attitude of the individual towards using the system that could help determine behavioural intentions and indirectly contribute to the actual use of the system. From this point of view, perceived usefulness of technology is the act of usability of existing technology in carrying out specific activities. It could therefore be view that perceived usefulness of technology I suggested as the important factors for encouraging the exchange of information.

Throughout social networks, the chance of people to begin their interpersonal contact is high. One of the benefits of social networks is it may encourage collaboration among co-workers and help in developing suitable surrounding or atmosphere to share knowledge. ICT is capacity to disseminate but also spread information across various organizational units or divisions, could enhance understanding of the complex organizational environment. This condition probably happens in academic institutions as well. In getting ICT accessibility, students could share their knowledge with other colleagues who could help them understand a specific subject better. Based on this discussion, the hypothesis H3 is proposed:

\[ H3: \text{Technology availability is significantly related to knowledge sharing behaviour.} \]

\[ H4: \text{Perceived usefulness of technology is significantly related to knowledge sharing behaviour.} \]

2.6 Research Methodology

Instrument and measurement

This is a cross sectional study among undergraduate’s students in x University in Malaysia. Sampling population consisted of 1486 total of active students. Both male and female students were randomly selected. Simple random sampling using Raosoft (sample size sample software) to ensure representativeness of the student population, which resulted in a final sample of 297.

A survey questionnaire was administered consisting of four sections; demographic information (Part A), knowledge sharing behavior (Part B), personal attitudes (Part C) and technological factors (Part D). Items were phrased according to a 5-point Likert scales (ranging from 1 for Strongly Disagree to 5 for Strongly Agree). The questionnaires were adapted from previous studies (Cheng, et al., 2009; Yuen & Majid, 2007). In order to ensure its consistency and the language appropriateness, both pre-testing and pilot testing were performed, and the questionnaire was validated by Cronbach’s alpha.

2.7 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS version 23. P value of 0.05 was the cut-off of the level of statistical significance. Main statistical analysis performed was Pearson’s Correlation Test. It was performed to test the relationship between Knowledge Sharing Behaviour (KB) and the four independent variables: Self efficacy (SE), Trust (T), Technology Availability (TA) and Perceived Usefulness of Technology (PU). Results of descriptive analysis were displayed by frequency, percentages, mean, standard deviation and variance.
2.8 Results

2.8.1 Reliability test

A reliability test was performed for each variable of this study. The result of this test is presented in Table I. Cronbach’s alpha was acceptable according to international standards, ranging from 0.70 to 0.8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal Attitudes:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (SE)</td>
<td>8 items</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust (T)</td>
<td>8 items</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technological Factors:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Availability (TA)</td>
<td>3 items</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness of Technology (PU)</td>
<td>8 items</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.8.2 Profile of respondents

In Table II states the details of the demographic profile of the respondents. Of the 297 respondents, the majority were female students (66.3%) and the rest were male students (33.7%). In terms of age, most respondents indicated their age between 18-20 years (n = 186, 62.6%), while the minority was >27 years old (n = 1, 0.34%). In relation to the semester of study, the majority are in the semester 1 (n = 76, 25.6%) while the lowest is semester 4 & semester 7, respectively (n = 3, 1%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>33.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age group</td>
<td>18-20 years</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21-23 years</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>35.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24-26 years</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semester of study</td>
<td>Semester 1</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 3</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 6</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semester 8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.8.3 Descriptive Statistics of Research Variables

Table III presents a descriptive profile of the research variables. As shown, the mean score of knowledge sharing behaviour is 3.656 and this indicated that students positively sharing their knowledge among the students. All mean scores of the four variables were above the average value of 3, therefore suggesting that all four factors were average to high among the respondents. Among the four, technology availability scored the highest in mean value, indicating that it was the most prominent factor among students. Differ, trust scored the lowest of all.

Table 3. Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Sharing Behaviour</td>
<td>3.656</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>4.084</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>3.770</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Availability</td>
<td>4.323</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness of Technology</td>
<td>3.080</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.8.4 Relationship among Research Variables

Table IV portrays the results of knowledge sharing behaviour relationship with personal attitudes and technological factors. As shown, the value of Pearson for all the independent variables varied from r=0.201 to r=0.437. The highest correlation value was noted between trust and knowledge sharing behaviour, whereas the lowest correlation value was between technology availability and knowledge sharing behaviour. Therefore, in general, we can conclude that the variables used in this study have a significantly positive moderate degree to low degree correlation.

Table 4. Relationship among Research Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>KSB</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>TA</th>
<th>PU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Sharing Behaviour (KSB)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.425**</td>
<td>0.437**</td>
<td>0.201**</td>
<td>0.315**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (SE)</td>
<td>0.425**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.406**</td>
<td>0.483**</td>
<td>0.498**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust (T)</td>
<td>0.437**</td>
<td>0.406**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.353**</td>
<td>0.548**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Availability (TA)</td>
<td>0.201**</td>
<td>0.483**</td>
<td>0.353**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.603**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Usefulness of Technology (PU)</td>
<td>0.315**</td>
<td>0.498**</td>
<td>0.548**</td>
<td>0.603**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**: Significant correlation; P<0.05

3. Discussion

This study was aimed to investigate the factors or determinants of knowledge sharing behaviour in academic institution perspective. Knowledge sharing is important to ensure knowledge management to be successful either in organizational-based or in the academic institution environment. As we know, academic institutions nowadays not only providing knowledge to students, but it also plays as the main centre where information practices and learning strategies take place simultaneously.

3.1 Personal Attitude

Personal attitude is the conviction of the person who intends to conduct a behaviour (Ajzen et al., 1980). In fact, personal attitudes depict how one feels they believe doing something that could directly establish their intention to perform that behaviour. Under personal attitudes there are two dimensions namely self-efficacy and trust.
3.1.1 Personal Attitude: Self-efficacy

Self-efficacy is referred to as beliefs in one's ability to manage and execute the courses of action required to achieve those achievements (Jashapara & Tai, 2006). Self-efficacy showed somewhat moderate based on the findings. Most respondents were asked based on their level of confidence as well as belief in themselves. This result supported with the findings by Lin, Hung and Chen (2009) when they identify individuals who share knowledge as a competent, superior and cooperative means of achieving personal goals, demonstrating the utmost willingness to share their knowledge.

3.1.2 Personal Attitude: Trust

For the second aspect of personal attitudes, trust could also influence knowledge sharing behaviour among the student. According to Mayer et al. (1995), trust could be defined as the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions performed by another party which importance to the trustor, regardless of the ability to monitor or control those other parties. Better than self-efficacy, trust indicate quite high mean for personal attitudes factors. Based on the questionnaire, the respondents were asked whether they trust their friends or vice versa in sharing knowledge. The response showed that almost overall of the respondents eager to trust their friends. Most of the respondents would ask their friends if they are good at something. Besides, the respondent would also ask their friends when they need certain knowledge in order to accomplish a specific task.

Nevertheless, trust has the most value of correlation with moderate significant relationship towards knowledge sharing behaviour. It is suggested that good peer relationship is one of the reasons that student’s convenience of sharing knowledge with their friends. Other than that, the students feel it is a good initiative in helping classmates academically. Hence, as overall, trust is positively related to knowledge sharing behaviour with the highest mean value to be moderate relationship.

3.2 Technological Factors

Technological factors are one of the factors that affecting knowledge sharing behaviour in this study. Knowledge sharing not only occurred physically, but it could also take place thru the technology. This is because technology could assist people from isolated locations to communicate and share knowledge with each other. For example, online chat and social media networking could be perfect place where the people could share knowledge or discuss some issues. Moreover, with vast development of technology nowadays, all information and knowledge produced electronically and becoming parts of our daily life activities. Therefore, people without hesitation would search the information and knowledge, especially from the Internet, information repository system or from subscribed online databases.

3.2.1 Technological Factors: Technological Availability

There are two aspects under technological factors, including technology availability and perceived usefulness of technology. From the findings, technology availability could be referred as the accessibility of the technology for sharing knowledge. Surprisingly, this study indicates that technology availability has the lowest mean where there are respondents uncertain with the given statement but it could be said that overall respondents believe with the advantages of technology availability. The respondents were aware the existence of technology such as email, web pages and blogs to share knowledge with others. As overall, majority of the respondents agreed that they could access the technology whenever needed. Other than that, after conducting the correlation analysis, it was found that technology availability has a small correlation. It is believed that overall respondents willing to share knowledge even without the available of technology. Based on the overall findings, technology availability is also significantly related to knowledge sharing behaviour among the students.

3.2.2 Technological Factors: Perceived Usefulness

Perceived usefulness of technology is another aspect of technological factors. Based on Davis (1989), perceived usefulness of technology means “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance”. From the findings, it has shown that most of the respondents agreed that they leveraging the technology to share knowledge. Most of the respondents believe that technology orchestrate the essential role to communicate, exchange knowledge or make informal discussion with other friends who live in remote areas. By having the technology, the respondents could also obtain relevant information based on their information needs.
4. Conclusion

As a conclusion, based on the findings and analysis obtain by this study, the knowledge sharing activities would offer lots of benefits to the academic institution or in any field of work environment. Dynamic and willingly of sharing knowledge is the vital component to ensure a holistic, current and effectual learning process, specifically between the students. In this point of view, personal attitudes could be seen as the major determinant that could affect knowledge sharing behaviour among the students. Furthermore, mutual trust is also essential for students to share knowledge.

On the other hand, technology is crucial in encouraging knowledge sharing among university students. This is because technology could assist the students to communicate with their classmate that are far from them due to geographical factor as well as facilitate them in discussing and sharing knowledge. Technology could also help the students in completing the coursework. This statement in line with the conclusion by Wangpipatwong (2009), suggested that technology support plays crucial roles to the knowledge sharing activities among university students.

Based on the explanation, it is proven that the factors including self-efficacy, trust, technology availability and perceived usefulness of technology were significantly affecting knowledge sharing behaviour among undergraduate students in X University in Malaysia.

The research objectives have been successfully achieved for this study, it contributes to understanding the determinants of knowledge sharing behaviour of undergraduate students which back to the basic of human instinct which is personal attitudes to share knowledge portray big role rather than the technological factors but still have limitations in the conduct of this study. The study solely focusing on undergraduate students from X University, that raised the queries of transmission of findings within different academic institutions in Malaysia. In a wider range of respondents, further studies are suggested. Apart from that, the study approach used only quantitative research in conducting this research. For that reason, it is recommended that further research to be conducted by using mix of qualitative and quantitative research approach or quantitative research approach to achieve better and solid outcomes.
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